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‘the1492guy’ is hosting an event highlighting his presentation



The talk: ‘The Extraordinary Number of Indian Gifts to the World”



Worldviews are altered as the [3500] nations of 1492 are discussed

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO – The Elgin West Community Centre is the site of Dave
Patterson, the1492guy’s next event gathering, where he will share fascinating true
accounts of where things stood prior to the arrival of Columbus. Patterson spreads the
messages of these many truths, because their invisibility in today’s world is hurting
everybody. Patterson delivers such a quantity of pre-contact accomplishments,
innovations, and inventions that the listeners discover the Western Hemisphere
inhabitants put the white man on the map.

“Thank you for the excellent and thought-stimulating talk,” wrote Port Perry Probus’
Mark Brewer previously to Dave, as they spoke in depth after an event. Audience
members agree that many myths become shattered by the passionate, entertaining,
and fun presentations of Dave Patterson.

Christine Ferguson of Scarborough was struck by the advancements of the Western
Hemisphere indigenous, rekindling a 50-year-old love affair with these subjects. “I love
this information. So few people realise any of this. I want to know what I can do to help
spread this information”, she remarked.

Because the education system has always concentrated on the historical
accomplishments of only the Eurasian land mass and ignores the Western Hemisphere,
most North Americans are unaware of these contributions to today’s civilisation, called
‘gifts to the world’ by ‘the1492guy’ – such as 75% of our foods today.

There are a lot of firsts, too: women’s rights; freedom and liberty concepts; a 600 year
old highway system with 225,000 km of stone/plaster roadway; democracy; suspension
bridges; electricity; brain surgery; universal health care. There’s many more.

Hilary Bartlett from Toronto Probus has called the collection “fascinating accounts that
everyone needs to hear.”

From Europeans who rarely ever bathed to a city with more people than Europe’s mostpopulated, there’s no shortage of fascinating accounts and many eye-openers for the
average listener. Dave Patterson ‘the1492guy’ is spreading his ground-breaking and
memorable messages around the GTA and across North America.

